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Existence of a quasisteady state with a mean transport flux in the collisionless ion temperature
gradient driven turbulence has been confirmed by means of a direct numerical simulation of a basic
kinetic equation for the perturbed ion velocity distribution function d f . The phase mixing generates
fine-scale fluctuations of d f and leads to continuous growth of high-order moments which balances
the transport flux. The phase relation between the temperature and the parallel heat flux is also
examined and compared with a fluid closure model. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1501823#Turbulent transport in high-temperature plasmas has
been a central subject in the fields of the magnetic fusion
research.1 Recent simulation studies based on the gyrokinetic
and gyrofluid models2 have revealed several important as-
pects of the ion/electron temperature gradient ~ITG/ETG!
driven turbulence,3,4 where the main interest is taken in the
nonlinear behaviors of low-order moments of the one-body
velocity distribution function f ~fluid variables such as den-
sity, fluid velocity, temperature and so on!. This is related to
the fact that the transport flux itself is described by correla-
tions between these low-order moments and electromagnetic
fields. It is, however, noteworthy that the fluid variables can
not describe fine-scale fluctuations of f generated by the
phase mixing, such as the ballistic mode.5
Details of the distribution function should be taken into
account in the problems of steady transport caused by colli-
sionless plasma turbulence. This is because, in order to ob-
serve an irreversible transport in a collisionless turbulence
which is described by a basic kinetic equation with the time
reversibility, one needs to extract a coarse-grained state from
f with small-scale fluctuations. As pointed out by Krommes
and Hu6 and by Sugama et al.,7,8 the entropy balance equa-
tion in slab ITG turbulence with periodic boundary condition
is given by
d
dt ~dS1W !5h iQi , ~1!
where dS[^*d3v(d f )2/2FM&; ^fl& and FM , denote the
spatial averaging and the Maxwellian distribution function,
respectively; the potential energy W is defined in the wave
number k space as W5(k@12dky ,01(Te /Ti)(1
2G0)#ufku2/2 ~see the next paragraph for definitions of G0
and the perpendicular ion thermal flux Qi!. Here, the parallel
nonlinear term is neglected by the gyrokinetic ordering and
the adiabatic electron response is assumed. h i is given by
h i5Ln /LT , where Ln and LT represent the density and tem-
perature gradient scale lengths of the background ions with
distribution FM . dS is rewritten as dS5SM2Sm where SM
52*d3v FM ln FM and Sm52^*d3v f ln f&, with f 5FM3651070-664X/2002/9(9)/3659/4/$19.00
Downloaded 02 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to1df, represent macroscopic and microscopic entropy per
unit volume, respectively. Regarding Eq. ~1!, one can con-
sider two scenarios. One is a case with no mean transport
Qi50 in a trivial statistically steady state with d(dS)/dt
5dW/dt50, where fl means time averaging on a certain
period, longer than characteristic times of the turbulence
~scenario 1!. Another one is a quasisteady state with a mean
transport flux, d(dS)/dt5h iQiÞ0 with dW/dt50 ~scenario
2!. In the quasisteady state, continuous growth of fine-scale
structures of d f in the velocity space ~high-order moments of
d f ! contributes to monotonical increase of dS , while the
low-order moments giving W and Qi reach steady values.
The latter case is more relevant to compare with the anoma-
lous transport observed in experiments. The quasisteady state
is regarded as an idealization of the real steady state where
the high-order moments saturate as well due to collisional
dissipation even if the collision frequency is much smaller
than the characteristic ones of the turbulence.8
Our concern here is to confirm whether the quasisteady
state could be realized in the collisionless slab ITG turbu-
lence. For that purpose, we perform a direct numerical simu-
lation for d f with the fine-scale fluctuations, where the basic
kinetic equation is directly solved as a partial differential
equation in the phase space ~the so-called Vlasov simulation
in literature! without use of an ad hoc model such as the
finite-sized particle. In order to enable an accurate calcula-
tion of d f satisfying Eq. ~1!, the simulation code is imple-
mented with high velocity space resolution and a nondissi-
pative time integrator preserving the phase space integral of
(d f )2,9 which had not been pursued in gyrokinetic2,3 and
conventional Vlasov10 simulations. We employ a periodic
two-dimensional slab configuration with translational sym-
metry in the z direction. The uniform magnetic field is writ-
ten by B5B( zˆ1u yˆ) where u!1. The governing equations
considered here are derived from the v’ integral of gyroki-
netic equations11 by assuming d f k(v i ,v’)5 f˜k(v i)FM(v’).
They are written in the wave number space k5(kx ,ky) as9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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k5k81k9
~ky8kx92kx8ky9!Ck8 f˜k9
52ikyCk@11~v i2212k2!h i /21Qv i#FM~v i! ~2!
and
@12G0~k2!#fk5e2k
2/2E f˜k~v i!dv i2 n˜e ,k , ~3!
where the electric potential fk is related to Ck by Ck
5e2k
2/2fk with k25kx
21ky
2
. The above equations are nor-
malized in the so-called gyrofluid units, such as x5x8/r i ,
y5y8/r i , v5v8/v ti , t5t8v ti /Ln , f˜5 f˜8Lnv ti /r in0 , and
f5ef8Ln /Tir i , where v ti , r i , n0 , e , and Ti are the ion
thermal velocity, the ion thermal gyroradius, the background
plasma density, the elementary charge, and the background
ion temperature ~Ti5miv ti
2 ; mi means the ion mass!, respec-
tively. Prime means a dimensional quantity. Q is defined as
Q5uLn /r i . G0(k2) is given by G0(k2)5exp(2k2)I0(k2).
I0(z) means the 0th modified Bessel function of z . Dorland
and Hammett employed G0
1/2(k2) for Ck /fk instead of
e2k
2/2 in their finite-Larmor-radius closure model,12 which
gives the same linear dispersion relation as that in a full
treatment of d f k(v i ,v’). The difference between e2k
2/2 and
G0
1/2(k2) is small for k,1. Furthermore, we drop kx50
modes of f˜k from computations, since they are included in
the background part with constant density and temperature
gradients in the x direction.13 However, these conditions are
not essential to the conclusion of the present study. We also
assume the background electron temperature Te5Ti and the
adiabatic electron response, such that n˜e ,k5fk for kyÞ0
and n˜e ,k50 for ky50. In this system, dS , W , and Qi are,
respectively, defined as dS5(k*dv iu f˜ku2/2FM(v i), Qi
5(k*dv i(2ikye2k
2/2fk)v i2 f˜2k/2, and W5(k@12dky ,0
1(Te/Ti)(12G0)]ufku2/2, which satisfy Eq. ~1!.
Employing the kinetic model described above, we have
performed two types of simulations with and without the
zonal flow components of ky50. In the latter case, the ky
50 modes are artificially fixed to zero. In order to keep
enough resolution for the phase mixing process, we have
employed 8193 grid points for discretization of the velocity
space, 25<v i<5. The minimum and maximum values of
the wave number are set to be kmin50.1 and kmax53.2 for
both of the kx and ky directions with the 3/2 rule for dealias-
ing in the spectral method. Exponential decay of ufku spec-
trum is observed for k.1, which ensures the convergence of
the results.
The time evolutions of d(dS)/dt , dW/dt , and 2h iQi
for the case with the zonal flow are plotted in Fig. 1~a!,
where h i510, Q52.5, and the time step Dt50.0125. For
these parameters, the parallel phase velocity is 21.24 for the
longest wavelength mode with kx5ky50.1 and 21.28 for
the linearly most unstable mode with kx50.1 and ky50.3. In
order to make the plot clear, fast time-scale fluctuations are
eliminated in the figure by taking the running average of the
results for a time period of t55. Since the zonal flow sup-
presses the turbulence after the peaking of the potential en-
ergy at t’160, d(dS)/dt and h iQi continue to decrease onDownloaded 02 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject tothe average during the simulation run. In order to keep the
velocity space resolution, the computation should be stopped
when the velocity space scale of the ballistic mode reaches
the grid size ~at t’600 for the present case and at t’800 for
the case without the zonal flow shown later!. On the other
hand, dW/dt fluctuates around zero, which shows that the
potential fluctuations are statistically steady. The diffusion
coefficient x i[Qi /h i in the gyro-Bohm unit averaged
around t5600 is x i’331025 r i
2v ti /Ln , and also continues
to decrease in time. The final state in the case shown in
Fig. 1~a! is, therefore, approximately regarded as the trivial
steady state with no increase of dS and no thermal flux
@d(dS)/dt5h iQi50# , which corresponds to scenario 1.
Even if the saturated flux is observed in a longer simulation
run with a larger number of grids in the velocity space, the
saturation level is expected to be negligibly small ~at least
x i,331025 r i
2v ti /Ln!. The time-history of dS is plotted by
a solid line in Fig. 1~b!, where dashed and dotted lines also
indicate values of dScut5(k*dv iu( f˜k /AFM)cutu2/2 that are
calculated from the Fourier components of f˜k(v i)/AFM(v i)
with the velocity-space wave numbers l i of ul iu<l icut . dScut
for lower l icut peaks and starts to decay at earlier time, and
then, stays at a smaller value. It means that the finer-scale
fluctuations of f˜k generated by the phase mixing have larger
contributions to dS at later times of the simulation.
As shown in the above, the zonal flow excited by the
turbulent stress suppresses the transport flux down to a quite
small level, which is considered to be closely related to im-
proved confinement such as the H-mode and the internal
transport barrier.14 Here, it should be recalled that, in a tor-
oidal geometry, the zonal flow is severely damped by the
collisionless transit time magnetic pumping effect.15,16 Thus,
x i observed in the L mode of a toroidal system is on a much
higher level than that obtained in the above. Also, from the
viewpoint of fluid modeling of kinetic effects on the turbu-
lence saturation, it is valuable to examine how generation of
FIG. 1. Time histories of ~a! d(dS)/dt , dW/dt , 2h iQi , ~b! dS and its
low-pass filtered values for h i510 and Q52.5. AIP license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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utes to determination of a transport flux. In the following,
therefore, in order to take account of the collisionless damp-
ing effect existing in toroidal systems, we consider the case
without the zonal flow components.
In the absence of the zonal flow @see Fig. 2~a! where
Dt56.2531023; other parameters are the same as those in
Fig. 1#, the turbulence is enhanced by more than a hundred
times of that shown in Fig. 1. d(dS)/dt and h iQi apparently
keep a constant level in the steady turbulence for low-order
moments (dW/dt’0), which corresponds to scenario 2. x i
fluctuates around x i’0.36 r i
2v ti /Ln . Since Eq. ~1! is satis-
fied with the constant transport flux, dS linearly increases in
time @see Fig. 2~b!#. More rapid growth of dScut is found for
larger l icut , while dScut for smaller l icut increases more
slowly. In other words, the high-order moments of f˜k con-
tinue to grow, while the low-order moments are steady on the
average. It is, therefore, concluded that the quasisteady state
is obtained in the simulation shown in Fig. 2.
Development of the fine-scale fluctuations is directly
recognized in profiles of the distribution function in velocity
space as shown in Fig. 3, where real and imaginary parts of
f˜k /fk of the linearly most unstable mode @kx50.1 and ky
50.3 for the present parameters; this is called ~1,3! mode,
hereafter# are plotted at different time steps for the same case
as in Fig. 2 without the zonal flow. During the linear growth,
f˜k /fk is represented by the linear eigenfunction f Lk for the
normalized potential fLk51 ~see the plot at t5100 in Fig.
3!. Even in the turbulent state, a coarse-grained form of
Re(f˜k /fk) is well approximated by Re(fLk). On the other
hand, after the peaking of the potential energy at t’200, the
amplitude of the coarse-grained profile of Im(f˜k /fk) is
damped, and then, is governed by the fine-scale fluctuations.
This means the correlations Re(ikyTkfk*) and Re(ikyTkqk*)
almost vanish as discussed later, where Tk5*dv i f˜k(v i221)
and qk5*dv i f˜k(v i323v i). It is also suggested that the com-
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but without the zonal flow.Downloaded 02 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject toplex conjugate mode of the linear eigenfunction f Lk* ~Ref. 17!
with a similar amplitude to that of f Lk is excited to cancel
Im(f˜k /fk). The result shown in Fig. 3 reminds us of the
3-mode ITG solution given by a linear combination of f Lk
and f Lk* .8,18
Existence of the quasisteady state is a fundamental as-
sumption in collisionless fluid closure models.6,8 By compar-
ing a balance equation similar to Eq. ~1!, which is obtained
from equations of fluid moments, nk5*dv i f˜ k , uk
5*dv i f˜ kv i , and Tk , with that given by expanding Eq. ~2!
in the Hermite polynomials Hn(v i) with the Maxwellian
weight function, one finds8
h iQi52(
k
ReS ikyQ2 Tkqk*D5 ddt (k (n>4 n!2 uwnku2,
~4!
when the low-order (n<3) fluid moments are in the statis-
tically steady state. Here, wnk denotes the nth coefficient of
the Hermite polynomial expansion of f˜k . Equation ~4! tells
us that obtaining the steady transport in a collisionless sys-
tem requires continuous growth of the higher-order moments
~the quasisteady state!. By taking the fluid moments of f˜k
shown in Fig. 3, we have found that Eq. ~4! is approximately
satisfied, that is, 2(k Re(ikyQTkqk*/2)/h iQi’0.86 where
the time average is taken from t5700 to 800. The quasi-
steady state obtained by the present kinetic simulation pro-
vides the standard reference with which fluid simulations
using the collisionless closure models should be compared.
As seen in Eq. ~4!, the phase relation between Tk and qk
is crucial in constructing a fluid closure model. In the
Hammett–Perkins ~HP! closure,19 of which applicability is
argued in comparison with other fluid models and kinetic
approaches,8,20 a constant phase angle is given by jk
[arg(qk /Tk)52p/2 for ky.0 so that 2Re(ikyTkqk*) is
FIG. 3. Profiles of the perturbed distribution function of the linearly most
unstable mode @kx50.1 and ky50.3; ~1,3! mode# normalized by the poten-
tial at four different time steps for the case without the zonal flow. AIP license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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the absence of the zonal flow, we have evaluated jk , of
which histograms for the longest wavelength mode @kx5ky
50.1; this is called ~1,1! mode# and the ~1,3! mode are,
respectively, shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. The probability
distribution Pk
Tq(j i) in the histogram is defined as
Pk
Tq~j i![* t1
t2dt*j i2Dj/2
j i1Dj/2djk Ak~jk!/* t1
t2dt*2p
p djk Ak~jk!,
where Ak(jk)5uTkuuqku, Dj5p/16, and j i52p1~i1 12!Dj
with i50,1, . . . ,31. The histogram of jk taken from t5t1
5700 to t5t25800 for the ~1,1! mode @Fig. 4~a!# peaks
around j i52p/2 and is consistent with the HP closure
model. On the other hand, an oscillatory phase relation is
obtained for the ~1,3! mode @Fig. 4~b!# where jk peaks
around 6p in contrast to the HP closure model. Thus, one
observes the weak correlation of 2Re(ikyTkqk*)/ukyTkuuqku
’0.02, while it is ’0.94 for the ~1,1! mode. The same ten-
dency is found in the correlation for the transport flux,
Re(ikyTkfk*)/ukyTkuufku’20.02 for the ~1,3! mode and
’0.86 for the ~1,1! mode. Thus, the linearly most unstable
mode makes little contribution to the thermal transport,
which is in contrast to conventional arguments based on the
linear theory. These correspond to the result of the coarse-
grained Im(f˜k /fk);0 shown in Fig. 3.
Concerning the closure relation, it is also noteworthy
that the linearly stable modes with uku>0.7 have a major
contribution to the sum of products of kyTk and qk* such as
( uku>0.7 Re(ikyTkqk*)/(k Re(ikyTkqk*)’0.7 where the time
average is taken from t5700 to 800. The ~1,1! mode, how-
ever, dominates in producing the transport flux,
Re(ikyTke2k
2/2fk*/2)/Qi’0.85. It implies that u f ku2 is non-
linearly transferred from the long to the short wavelength
modes.
In summary, by means of direct numerical simulations of
d f , we have confirmed existence of the quasisteady state
FIG. 4. Phase angle histograms of Tk and qk for ~a! the longest wavelength
mode @kx5ky50.1; ~1,1! mode# and ~b! the linearly most unstable mode
@kx50.1 and ky50.3; ~1,3! mode#.Downloaded 02 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject towith a mean transport flux in the strongly driven collisionless
ITG turbulence. The phase mixing plays a key role in gen-
erating the fine-scale fluctuations in the velocity space and in
increasing the functional dS . It is currently examined how
the observed properties of the coarse-grained distribution
function depend on the parameters h i and Q. The obtained
phase relations between the fluid variables show disagree-
ment with those of the HP model for the linearly most un-
stable mode, and motivate other closure methods such as the
nondissipative closure model ~NCM!8 which includes the
case of Im(f˜k /fk);0. Comparison between the kinetic
simulation and the NCM fluid simulation results is in
progress and will be reported elsewhere.
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